KOREA SEOUL & WINTER FAIRY FUN 8D
Day 1: Singapore  Incheon JeJu

(D:on flight)

HTL: Aerospace Hotel or similar

Meet at Changi International Airport, take your flights to Jeju. Upon arrival, you will be welcomed by our local tour guide and
transferred to Mysterious Road to experience the phenomenon of going uphill with the vehicle engine off. Yongduam (Dragon Head Rock)
which shapes like a dragon with its head resting on the beach and body submerged in crystal clear blue water. Then continue with another
attraction, Locadio World Studio, recommendable if you are really into Korean dramas. A studio of Korean dramas and movies. You can take
a photo feeling like you are an actor or an actress in Korean dramas.

Day 2: SEONGSAN SUNRISE PEAK/SEONGEUP LIVING FOLK VILLAGE/GENERAL STONE/JOANNA BEAR MUSEUM
HTL: Aerospace Hotel or similar
After breakfast, tour Seongsan Sunrise Peak, a volcanic crater perched out on the eastern tip of Jeju Island. Then come to the General
Stone to get a wonderful of the small islands. Explore the Seongeup living Folk Village, designated as a folklore preservation zone. Here you
can meet the friendly native people of Jeju who still live behind stone courtyard walls in thatched-roof lava-wall homes. You can learn more
things about Korean traditional culture. Joanne Bear Museum exhibits everything about cute Bears, which have been loved worldwide for 100
years.

Day 3: The Garden of Morning Clam – Sansawon (Tasting traditional Korean Liquor) - "Hawcheon" (6~28JAN) Ice and Snow World ( ice fishing + snow and ice skiing basin experience + making Pyeongchang
lights) - ice carving city + fairy street neon lights
(B/L/D) HTL: Prumir Hotel or similar
The garden of Morning Clam - The garden houses about 5,000 kinds of plants, including 300 varieties native to Baekdusan
Mountain, known as a spiritual mountain to the Korean people. Pocheon Sansawon is a museum of traditional Korean liquor,
mainly home-brewed liquor. Several rows of liquor crock pots in Sewollang, a garden in Sansawon, create a magnificent view. Old
materials and books about the history of Korea's liquor culture attract visitors. After touring the museum, visitors can try non-sterilized
liquor of Baesangmyeon Brewery and join activity programs for making home-brewed liquor, fruit-based liquor, seasonal liquor, and
more. [Hwacheon ice and snow world] - Hwacheon Sancheoneo Ice Festival takes place at Hwacheon county in Gangwon-do
with plenty of snow and ice, perfect for a winter getaway. Since 2003, the festival has been visited by a million people, making this
festival more joyful. Varied festival programs include ice-fishing, ice sledding, bobsled, and other things to see and participate in.

(1~18FEB): Gangwon-do Pyeongchang Trout Celebration (ice fishing + skim + sled) - Pyeongchang Docking
Snowflake Celebration (snow sculpture + ice)
After breakfast, [Pyeongchang Trout Festival] - The Pyeongchang Trout Festival takes place during winter in the town of
Jinbu-myeon in Pyeongchang-gun district. Visitors to the festival can enjoy a variety of programs including ice and lure fishing for
trout, snow programs, ice programs, folk programs, and more. There will also be traditional folk games including sledding and top
spinning, and visitors can try out sports such as riding 4-wheel ATVs, snow rafting, sleigh trains. Any trout caught from ice fishing
and lure fishing can be prepared right away at a nearby restaurant.

Remarks: In Dec (Ice world or Pyeongchang trout Festival changed to Lotte World )
Day 4: Yangji Ski Resort - Jun-Air Exclusive KBS Village: Korean - Style Ginseng Garm’s Experience/DIY
Ginseng Chicken/Photographic Session with Traditional Hanbok
(B/L) HTL: Prumir Hotel or similar
After breakfast, proceed to Yangji Ski Resort, in winter normally after December (depending on weather), we will take you to local
ski resort, you can rent the ski equipments at your own expense. Don’t miss this opportunity to try out skiing. A wondrous &
exhilarating snow experience awaits you. Your guide will guide you through with a basic ski instruction or make a snowman and take
pictures instead. Next, Ginseng Farm - watch a demonstration of how ginseng is being harvest. Here, you will learn the process of
Ginseng Chicken cooking. Next, you will have the opportunity to dress yourself in traditional Costume - The Hanbok and take some
memorable photo in the Ginseng Farm.

Day 5: Gyeongbokgung Palace - Blue House - Shechang Square/Ginseng Store/Makeup Shop-Nanshan Tower
- Love Lock - Myeongdong shopping center
(B/L/D） HTL: Grand Ambassador Hotel or similar
After breakfast, visit Gyeongbokgung Palace, built in 1395, Gyeongbokgung Palace is also commonly referred to as the Northern
Palace because its location is furthest north when compared to the neighboring palaces of Changdeokgung (Eastern Palace) and
Gyeonghuigung (Western Palace) Palace. Gyeongbokgung Palace is arguably the most beautiful, and remains the largest of all five
palaces. Blue House - The signature markings of the Presidential Residence of Cheong Wa Dae are its blue tiles. It is the first thing
that catches one's attention upon entering the premises. The blue tiles and the smooth roof blend beautifully with Bugaksan
Mountain in the backdrop. Next, Namsan Seoul Tower was the first tower-type tourism spot in Korea. The top of the tower is at

almost 480m above sea level, including Namsan Mountain (243m) and the tower’s own height (236.7m), making it one of the tallest
towers in the Orient.. After, free and easy shopping at Myeongdong shopping center where you can buy not only clothes and shoes
but also cosmetics and local products.

Day 6: Akamatsu - Laver Museum – Songwol Dong Fairytale Village - China Town - NC OUTLET
(B/L)
HTL: Grand Ambassador Hotel or similar
After breakfast, Laver Museum - Laver, also known as sea moss, contains nutrients, visitors can taste & buy the laver products.
Songwol Dong village in the past there are many pine trees, this is also known as pine by the appreciation of the moon is particularly
beautiful and named. In recent years, because of the outflow of young people, making the village gradually decline to improve the
community environment, use of flowers and the world famous fairy tale as the theme, to create a fairy tale village. China town came
into being with the opening of Incheon Port in 1883 and Incheon's designation as an extraterritoriality of the Ching Dynasty in the
following year. In the past, the area held many stores trading goods imported from China, but currently most Chinese businesses in the
area are restaurants. Last stop, NC Department Store offers luxury brands at the most affordable prices in the country.

Day 7: Free and Easy
After breakfast, free & easy till transfer to Incheon International Airport.

